Beirut Rules Transcript

Correspondence sent to and received by Lara Johnstone subsequent to 24 Nov 2015: 10:32 hrs Re: Nathan Llewpas dispute with Australian Signals Directorate, Queensland Mental Health Commission [PDF].

Last Updated: 28 Nov 2015

Annexure to:

Annexure to:
EoP v WiP NWO negotiations Legal Correspondence to International Psychiatry and Psychology Organisations [PDF]
I apologize to the following parties for these continuing unsolicited emails:
- Gretchen Peterson Johnston (gpj1218@gmail.com)
- Nathan Llewpas (jas@deprogramwiki.com)
- Australian Signals Directorate (ASD.CustomerRelations@defence.gov.au)
- Queensland Mental Health (info@qmhc.qld.gov.au)
- Art Acevedo (Art.Acevedo@austintexas.gov)
- Bianca Bentzin (bianca.bentzin@austintexas.gov)
- Kieth Alexander (KBalexanderLTG@nsa.gov)
- Vladimir Kulishov (fsb@fsb.ru)
I will include this notice as long as Lara keeps CCing you.

Lara,

detrimental effects of oath requirement
I will not sign any documents authorizing my assassination. Ordinarily you might require such an oath in order to prevent you from wasting time on unserious people, but you have spent so much time emailing me as to make clear that you do not have serious time constraints, and therefore you have nothing to lose speaking to me even if I am useless. You should consider revising this assassination-oath policy, as it probably limits your debate partners to people who lightly sign their lives away, which may be biasing the available sources of information from which you may refine your ideas. You appear to embrace an "us vs them" dichotomy, believing that all people can be sorted into two buckets: "EoP/buck-stops-here" type people versus "WiP/fuck-honor" type people. Lumping all the people who disagree with you into a big "fuck honor" bucket is isolating you from the reality that your ideas can be improved through discussion with people who disagree, and hindering the process by which those ideas may be made stronger until they are worthy of the consideration of the military and political officials you bombard.

open communication and real progress
These emails we're sending are made possible by advancements in science, technology and engineering. Science advances when there is an open exchange of ideas-- when people are
more concerned with presenting their ideas and analyzing those ideas than they are concerned with meta-concerns like who is "sincere" or who is "authorized", or who is a "buck-stops-here" person and who is a "fuck-honor" person. If you care so much about "Ecology of Peace Principles", why does it matter if I'm sincere or if I'm authorized or if I'm a fragile-ego-fuck-honor-civilian? You've sent me thousands of words trying to establish if I'm sincere, and virtually no words discussing the merits of your ideas, much less the merits of the criticisms I have sent you.

**true sincerity**

Until you drop the bullshit and just talk to me about what you believe in detail, I have no evidence that you care about it. There is plenty of evidence that you egotistically care how you are perceived by others. Your signing some oath or pledge or other social contract is not impressive and does not mean you know anything or that you're sincere about anything. The only real sincerity either of us can demonstrate is to communicate our ideas in good faith, and respond to those ideas in good faith. If I signed that oath, would you even have anything meaningful to say about your ideas that you haven't already duplicated in these emails or your websites? I guess I'll never know.
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**true sincerity**

Until you drop the bullshit and just talk to me about what you believe in detail, I have no evidence that you care about it. There is plenty of evidence that you egotistically care how you are perceived by others. Your signing some oath or pledge or other social contract is not impressive and does not mean you know anything or that you're sincere about anything. The only real sincerity either of us can demonstrate is to communicate our ideas in good faith, and respond to those ideas in good faith. If I signed that oath, would you even have anything meaningful to say about your ideas that you haven't already duplicated in these emails or your websites? I guess I'll never know.
Yes apologies.

Internet crazies? What can you do. I've blocked her on all channels, but nothing can stop her from sending emails.

By the way, do you like my new BEAST program I am about to unleash? Currently sitting in 846 of these systems simultaneously lol. Don't worry, I am the guy that just will sit in them and cause no damage. But the potential is certainly there.

846 BEASTs on "The Wall!", 846 BEASTs! You take one down, pass it around, 845 BEASTs on "The Wall!".

Great album by the Pink Floydd. :)

~
28 Nov Update: Copy of (i) all correspondence sent to Weebly can be found in: Correspondence to Weebly; or about Weebly; Re: Weebly Tech Service issues [PDF]; (ii) correspondence sent to EoP Axis Applicants; during 24-26 Nov PDF upload restrictions can be found in: Correspondence to GMC 4643-13 applicants sent 24-26 Nov; during Weebly.com PDF upload restrictions [PDF]

---

Beirut Rules: Clerk Transparency Copy: Weebly: FYI: SQWorms password & Tygae PDF Uploads

Herewith a transparency copy of correspondence to Weebly.com: Richard CEO: Chief Executive Officer: David Rusenko, CTO: Chief Technology Officer: Chris Fanini, COO: Chief Operating Officer: Dan Veltri, via Richard H; copied to GMC 4643-13 applicants and observers; subject: Weebly.com: FYI: SQWorms password and Tygae PDF uploads.

---

From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Tuesday, November 24, 2015 9:44 PM

TO: VADM Mike Rogers via Gen Keith Alexander
TO: Timothy Johnston
TO: Nathan Llewpas
TO: Australian Signals Directorate
TO: Queensland Mental Health Commission
CC: Gretchen Peterson Johnston
CC: NSA: Timothy McVeigh
CC: Austin Police Chief Art Acevedo
CC: Austin Prosecutor: Criminal Prosecution Division Chief: Bianca Bentzin

Beirut Rules: Clerk Transparency Copy: Weebly: FYI: SQWorms password & Tygae PDF Uploads

Herewith a transparency copy of correspondence to Weebly.com: Richard CEO: Chief Executive Officer: David Rusenko, CTO: Chief Technology Officer: Chris Fanini, COO: Chief Operating Officer: Dan Veltri, via Richard H; copied to GMC 4643-13 applicants and observers; subject: Weebly.com: FYI: SQWorms password and Tygae PDF uploads.

---

From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Wednesday, November 25, 2015 11:19 AM

TO: 'VADM Mike Rogers via Gen Keith Alexander'; 'FSB: LTG Vladimir Kulishov'; 'Timothy Johnston'; 'Nathan Llewpas'; 'Australian Signals Directorate'; 'Queensland Mental Health Commission'
CC: 'Gretchen Peterson Johnston'; 'NSA: Timothy McVeigh'; 'Austin Police Chief Art Acevedo'; 'Austin Prosecutor: Criminal Prosecution Division Chief: Bianca Bentzin'

Subject: Beirut Rules: Clerk Transparency Copy: Weebly: FYI: SQWorms password & Tygae PDF Uploads

TO: VADM Mike Rogers via Gen Keith Alexander (KBalexanderLTG@nsa.gov); FSB: LTG Vladimir Kulishov (fsb@fsb.ru)
TO: Timothy Johnston (tim.defrag@gmail.com)
TO: Nathan Llewpas (jas@deprogramwiki.com)
TO: Australian Signals Directorate (ASD.CustomerRelations@defence.gov.au)
TO: Queensland Mental Health Commission (info@qmhc.qld.gov.au)
CC: Gretchen Peterson Johnston (gpj1218@gmail.com)
CC: NSA: Timothy McVeigh (truthseeker2436577@yahoo.com)
CC: Austin Police Chief Art Acevedo (Art.Acevedo@austintexas.gov)
CC: Austin Prosecutor: Criminal Prosecution Division Chief: Bianca Bentzin (bianca.bentzin@austintexas.gov)
Subject: Weebly: FYI: SQWorms password & Tygae PDF Uploads

CEO: Chief Executive Officer: David Rusenko
CTO: Chief Technology Officer: Chris Fanini
COO: Chief Operating Officer: Dan Veltri
Weebly.com
via Richard H

CC: GMC 4643-13 applicants and observers

Weebly: FYI: SQWorms password & Tygae PDF Uploads

On 15 November 2015; shortly after I attempted to log into SQWorms; to post an update to the correspondence to Dallas Fell; copied to NSA and FSB. I was informed by Weebly log in; that my password was incorrect. So I went through the process of resetting my password; but when I had input the password and then again to confirm it; and pushed enter; it refused me access. I tried twice; and tried again a few days later; and the same thing happened. [PNG] [PNG]

On about 17 November 2015; the PDF upload function on Tygae was disabled: i.e. the green button which you click to upload a PDF file; was no longer html active; the little html mouse hand sign indicating html active; was replaced by the normal mouse arrow sign [PNG]. A few days later it was re-enabled. Then on 22 November it was again disabled; and has remained non-activated since then.

Until it is re-enabled; I have added the following statement next to PDF documents that are unable to be uploaded; at MILED Clerk Notice: “The Weebly PDF upload function has been disabled; either by Weebly tech staff; or other entities. When re-enabled the PDF shall be uploaded” [PNG].

If the SQWorms password and Tygae PDF uploads technical changes are (a) a result of any Weebly decisions; and (b) directed to me; kindly clarify in simple English what your message is; so that I can consider your request and provide you with my response and if necessary reasons; and the matter can be amicably resolved.

If the SQWorms password and Tygae PDF uploads technical changes are not a result of Weebly’s decisions; kindly let me know so that I can amend the statement at MILED Clerk Notice.

If the SQWorms password and Tygae PDF uploads technical changes are (a) a result of other entities; such as NSA; FSB; Mossad or similar; and (b) directed at me and/or Weebly; and/or Tygae readers; then I imagine we shall just have to be patient until we can figure out what their message is exactly.

A copy of this correspondence shall be posted at: EoP v WiP negotiations: Comments Correspondence [PDF]

Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

A copy of this correspondence shall be noted in: Beirut Rules Transcript: Correspondence sent to and received by Lara Johnstone subsequent to 24 Nov 2015: 10:32 hrs Re: Nathan Llewpas dispute with Australian Signals Directorate, Queensland Mental Health Commission [PDF: Not yet uploaded; pending resolution of PDF uploads with Weebly.com]

Annexure to: 14 November 2015 10:06 PM – 24 November 2015 10:32 PM correspondence: Re: Nathan Llewpas dispute with Australian Signals Directorate and Queensland Mental Health Commission [PDF]; Annexure to: EoP v WiP NWO negotiations Legal Correspondence to International Psychiatry and Psychology Organisations [PDF]

Respectfully

Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk
I apologize to the following parties for these continuing unsolicited emails:
- Gretchen Peterson Johnston (gpj1218@gmail.com)
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- Bianca Bentzin (bianca.bentzin@austintexas.gov)
- Kieth Alexander (KBAlexanderLTG@nsa.gov)
- Vladimir Kulishov (fsb@fsb.ru)
I will include this notice as long as Lara keeps CCing you.

Lara (or whoever you are),

You've made it perfectly clear what sort of person you are. Sorry for wasting your time. I am going to block your email address and advise my friends to do the same. I wish you all the best and hope your life takes you in a positive direction.

Sincerely,

Tim Johnston
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Lara (or whoever you are),

You've made it perfectly clear what sort of person you are. Sorry for wasting your time. I am going to block your email address and advise my friends to do the same. I wish you all the best and hope your life takes you in a positive direction.

Sincerely,

Tim Johnston